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I created five paintings, all inspired by the coursework assigned from The Norton Anthology
of African American Literature Third Edition Volume 1, in my African American Literature
class, taught by Dr. Lori Williams at Parkland College. There is a huge body of African
American Literature in the world for readers to choose from and my goal with this project is to
encourage new readers to explore this genre. Reading African American authors is important
because they offer a different perspective. Hearing from different voices is the best way to
understand our society. I hope to spark curiosity in the viewers and interest them in reading
works by diverse authors.
The paintings are based on the following pieces of literature:
To the Right Honorable William, Earl of Dartmouth by Phillis Wheatley, 1773
Bury Me in a Free Land by Frances Ellen Watkins Harper, 1872
Dinah Kneading Dough by Paul Laurence Dunbar, 1889
Good Morning, Blues by Jimmy Rushing, 1937
The Negro Speaks of Rivers by Langston Hughes, 1921

The paintings include my visual interpretations of the poems (including one song), as well as
quotes from these works. I used bright colors, and the imagery that these poems inspired in my
imagination while I was reading them. I painted specific scenes as I imagined them while reading
the poems or the images that the works made me feel, and positioned the words in a way that
reflected the movement of the poetry. I showed the artwork at Lincoln Square on Saturday, April
6th, in conjunction with the Common Ground Food Co-op’s Edible Book Festival. Also the
weekend of the local Boneyard Arts Festival, so overall a great chance to catch more passerby
perhaps engaged in art and culture.
I displayed the paintings alongside my artist’s statement (attached), and engaged as many
folks in conversation as were willing to talk with me. Exhibiting the work while I was present
gave me a wonderful opportunity to get feedback from people. Many people were very interested
in the subject matter. I had requests for future showings of more of this type of work, and some
good ideas for alternative showings. One viewer suggested I display the paintings at the Urbana
Free Library, and another wondered if local schools would include more African American
literature in the classroom if they had a final project where students got to paint their favorite
poem. My favorite suggestion from a viewer was the recommendation that I contact the
Champaign-Urbana Mass Transit Authority to try getting my work printed on 11” x 17” paper
and installed on local busses in the space where ads usually go. She thought it would be a great
opportunity to engage local school-age children who ride the bus home, not to mention the
regular bus commuters. This could be a valuable strategy to get area youth to be inspired and
empowered by African American literature.
I enjoyed this project because it gave me a chance to think about the words printed on the
page in an entirely different light. I discussed it with co-workers while I was trying to figure out

how I would do the paintings, and this gave me a chance to encourage them to read works by
these talented authors. Reading and re-reading these works made me understand them with more
depth than if I had simply read them once. As I was deciding how to include the text, I moved
the pieces around on the painted canvases until they seemed just right, then I secured them in
place. I am glad I had the opportunity to explore these works on a deeper level, and I hope more
people will dive into reading African American literature!
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I am enrolled in an African American Literature class at Parkland College. This has made me
realize just how poorly African American Literature is represented in many educational settings.
This is a shame, because there is such a large cultural and historical value to reading it. Racism is
still very widespread and systemic, but one of the best ways to combat it is to seek out different
perspectives. There is such a large body of work that readers can enjoy, and I wanted to
encourage people to experience it.
These paintings are inspired by a few of the selections that my class has been reading. I believe
that literature enthusiasts should expand their horizons and read works written by different
cultures. It will broaden your understanding of literature as a whole, as well as the world around
us. I hope my art will encourage people to explore these authors!

